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“Mind change - unprecedented,
worldwide and multifaceted”
Baroness Susan Greenfield, Professor of
Pharmacology at Oxford University, was
the key note speaker at the recent conference, Media, minds and neuroscience: the
developing brain in a media-rich environment,
held in Sydney on October 4.
A wide range of children’s health, education, counselling, and legal professionals,
academics, regulators, and children’s and
community organisations attended, and
were very engaged in her paper “New media, young minds”.
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focussed on contemporary research into
how the brain develops in childhood and
adolescence and how context and experience shapes the brain’s neuroarchitecture.
Psychologist Dr Wayne Warburton
described the ways in which modern brain
imaging techniques (fMRI studies) give
insight into how media violence changes
brain activity in the short term, and brain
function in the long term.
Psychiatrist Dr Philip Tam outlined the
emergence of Problematic Internet Use
(PIU) as an increasingly recognised and
now formally classified potential problem
in young people, along with detection and
treatment options.
Dr Kate Highfield reviewed the explosion of app titles, the claims of many to be
”educational” and the benefits that can be
gained from their use. She pointed to the
need for balance between off-screen and
on-screen diets, and challenged parents to
be present in the digital playground.

Baroness Susan Greenfield speaking
at the conference

Baroness Greenfield’s theme was that the
environment is the key to brain development; that the 21st century environment
with its digital technologies is unprecedented, worldwide and multifaceted. Her
concerns included the loss of social interaction, changes to communication patterns,
the loss of specific sequencing in thinking,
attention problems, the constant need for
an audience, and reduced empathy. She
challenged the audience to consider what
promotes wellness in young minds and
how we can support the development of
characteristics, such as a sense of continuity, empathy, constructive communication
and high levels of understanding, in the
minds of the future.
The other five papers at the conference
provided complementary messages and
research that backs up much of what Baroness Greenfield had to say.

Graham Vimpani , Professor of Community Child and Family Health at the University of Newcastle and a part-time Senior Clinical Advisor in Child Protection for
the NSW Ministry of Health, provided a
scholarly overview of the issues raised during the day and challenged the audience to
consider ways in which policy decisions
can take into account the importance of
safeguarding the wellbeing of those most
vulnerable to media impacts.
Attendees found that the conference presentations made the science very accessible
and stimulating. Several papers at the conference gained considerable media attention, with Dr Wayne Warburton’s paper being of great interest. The internet briefing
for media set up by the Australian Science
and Media Centre two days before the conference was a catalyst for media coverage.
The conference was a joint project between
ACCM and the Macquarie Research Centre
on Children and Families, and was held
in the Parliament of NSW Theatrette with
sponsorship from The Hon Greg Donnelly
MLC.

Associate Professor Mike Nagel’s paper

CONFERENCE REPORT
NEW GOVERNMENT ON
ONLINE SAFETY

GUEST EDITORIAL:
A REVIEW OF CHILDREN”S TV
SERIES: ADVENTURE TIME

New government policy on online
safety
The coalition policy on online safety for
children, as announced before the election,
has five main points:
1. Improved coordination of online safety
activities
a. Establishment of a Children’s E-safety
Commissioner
b.More research into the use of the Internet by children and young people
2. An effective complaints system, backed
by legislation, to get harmful material
down fast
3. A new, simplified cyber-bullying offence
4. Increased support for parents
a. Improved safety for smartphones, and
other devices and internet access services.
b. The establishment of an advice platform with guidelines for parents about
the appropriateness of individual media
items for children
5. Increased support for schools
a. Increased scrutiny of online safety programmes to be offered within schools
b. The inclusion of a stronger online safety
component in the National Safe Schools
Framework
c. Increased funding for the inclusion of
online safety programmes in schools
The complete policy can be found at:
http://lpaweb-static.s3.amazonaws.
com/Coalition%202013%20Election%20
Policy%20-%20Enhance%20Online%20
Safety%20for%20Children.pdf

STOP PRESS
Coming to Adelaide
in November
Parent seminar on mobile
technology, media & sleep
in children
More details soon

www.childrenandmedia.org.au/
events/accm-seminars
US STUDY FINDS KIDS LESS
OBESE
NZ KIDS A PRIORITY
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Our guest editorial this month is a review of the
children’s television series Adventure Time by the
Vice President of ACCM, Dr C Glenn Cupit, who has
recently had a new book published (see below).

•

I like Adventure Time (AT). It is a truly black
animated comedy (think of some of Tim Burton’s
work) that has won multiple awards. It is almost
never predictable and bizarrely funny. It has a
clear moral compass even though this is often
portrayed through the immoral behaviour of
characters (as in The Simpsons). For older
children and adolescents it offers genuinely
intelligent, if somewhat challenging and
sometimes disturbing, storylines and characters.

•

For those who haven’t watched it, AT is about
a boy, Finn, and his magical and physically
ambiguous talking dog, Jake, living in a postapocalyptic world called Ooo and interacting
with variously dangerous characters like Princess
Bubblegum (and other princesses), the Ice King,
and Marceline the Vampire Queen. They often
have to protect or rescue a princess from other
characters (like the Ice King) but at other times
a princess may transform into a demon, or the
threat may be an assassin kitten living inside
Jake’s head.
It feels a bit like a series of gamers’ quests but
with constantly ambiguous characters. Here are
some typical themes:
•
•
•

a biscuit has a vendetta against Princess
Bubblegum;
a Demon Cat which has “approximate
knowledge of many things”;
aroused by watching her fight Ice King, Finn
dreams that Flame Princess engulfs him in
flames that don’t burn (yes, there is quite

New book
Play and quality in early childhood:
Educating superheroes and fairy
princesses
Dr C. Glenn Cupit
Price:

$15.95

•
•
•
•

a lot of young adolescent
sexual awakening implied);
Finn and Jake traverse
Marceline’s
traumatic
memories to discover the
cause of a mysterious
ailment;
Dr C Glenn Cupit
Finn and Jake with swapped
genders;
Finn controls miniature versions of Ooo’s
residents to enact disturbing adolescent
fantasies;
Finn vows to help anyone who needs him,
then finds himself faced with different
people all wanting different things;
Jake transforms into a monster and attacks
Finn;
Marceline writes a song for Ice King to
make princesses want him but it refers to a
previous forgotten relationship.

And that is where the issue lies for young
children. Conceptually, AT is far beyond the
grasp of younger viewers so the subtlety and
sophistication will be lost on them. But the
visual transformation of form, the grotesque
presentation of the characters, the moral
ambiguity of characters (including the two
‘heroes’), and the sense of threat that underlies
many ‘adventures’ may well be disturbing to
sensitive children.
So parents would be well advised to preview
before allowing their young children to become
an audience for the show. Many episodes
and some background into the thinking of the
creators are readily available on line. Just type
‘Adventure Time’ into a search engine.
Adventure Time screens on GO! (7 network), at 88.30 am and 5-5.30 pm and is classified PG
This new book by ACCM Vice-president Glenn
Cupit looks at the transition in child’s play
from generations, the impact of media and
technologies, children’s imagination, general
advice, safety and the pros and cons of superhero
and fairy play.
The fact that Superhero and fairyplay forms are so
attractive to so many children suggests that they
fulfil genuine needs for the children involved.
Consequently, it is important that educators
value and address the needs the play expresses.
A truly educational response is to seek ways to
transform superhero and fairy play into what
we consider to be stimulating quality play. Even
media sourced play can be used to foster positive
development if guided and nurtured into scripts
that are more flexible, creative and negotiated. To
do so involves hard work, careful thinking and
loads of imagination. But quality early childhood
educative care always demands those.
http://www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/
shop/details.cfm?prodid=996
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISING

Hinkley, T; Salmon, J; et al (2013)
The correlates of preschoolers’
compliance with screen
recommendations exist across multiple
domains.
Preventive Medicine, Vol. 57, No. 3, Pp212219

FOOD ADVERTISING

Nuutinen, T; Ray, C; Roos, E (2013)
Do computer use, TV viewing, and the
presence of the media in the bedroom
predict school-aged children’s sleep
habits in a longitudinal study?
BMC Public Health, Vol. 13, Iss. 684

Spielvogel, J., Terlutter, R., 2013.
Development of TV advertising literacy
in children: Do physical appearance and
eating habits matter?
International Journal of Advertising 32,
343–368

Adams, J; Tyrrell, R; et al (2013)
Effect of restrictions on television food
advertising to children on exposure to
advertisements for ‘less healthy’ foods:
Repeat cross-sectional study.
Plos ONE, Vol. 7, No. 2, Art. No. e31578
Bernhardt, A et al (2013)
How Television Fast Food Marketing
Aimed at Children Compares with
Adult Advertisements
PLoS ONE 8(8): e72479. doi:10.1371/
journal.pone.0072479

MEDIA EFFECTS - EDUCATION
Fisch, SM (2013)
Cross-platform learning: On the nature
of children’s learning from multiple
media platforms.
Digital Games: A Context for Cognitive
Developments, Vol. 139, Pp59-70

Spitzer, M (2013)
TV-Learning nothing at first and then
the wrong things.
Nervenheilkunde, Vol. 32, No. 7, Pp425-431
Blumberg, FC; Blades, M; Oates, C (2013)
Youth and new media: The appeal and
educational ramifications of digital
game play for children and adolescents.
Journal of Psychology, Vol. 221, No. 2, Pp6771
Linebarger, DL; Moses, A; et al (2013)
Learning vocabulary from television:
Does onscreen print have a role.
Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 105,
No. 3, Pp609-621
Cantlon, JF; Li, R (2013)
Neural activity during natural viewing
of Sesame Street statistically predicts
test scores in early childhood.
Plos Biology, Vol. 11, No. 1, Art. No.
e1001462

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH

Forsyth, SR; Kennedy, C; Malone, RE
(2013)
The effect of the Internet on teen and
young adult tobacco use: A literature
review.
Journal of Pediatric Health Care, Vol. 27, No.
5, Pp367-376

Kam, JA; Lee, C (2013)
Examining the effects of mass media
campaign exposure and interpersonal
discussions on youth’s drug use: The
mediating role of visiting pro-drug
websites.
Health Communication, Vol. 28, No. 5,
Pp473-485
Mitchell, JA; Rodriguez, D; et al (2013)
Greater screen time is associated with
adolescent obesity: A longitudinal study
of the BMI distribution from ages 14 to
18.
Obesity, Vol. 21, No. 3, Pp572-575
Staiano, AE; Abraham, AA; Calvert, SL
(2013)
Adolescent exergame play for weight
loss and psychosocial improvement:
A controlled physical activity
intervention.
Obesity, Vol. 21, No. 3, Pp598-601
Bech-Larsen, T., Grønhøj, A., 2013.
Promoting healthy eating to children: a
text message (SMS) feedback approach.
International Journal of Consumer Studies
37, 250–256

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL

Nieuwboer, CC; Fukkink, RG;
Hermanns, Jo MA (2013)
Peer and professional parenting support
on the Internet: A systematic revew.
Cyberpsychology Behavior and Social
Networking, Vol. 16, No. 7, Pp518-528
Totland, TH; Bjelland, M; et al (2013)
Adolescents’ prospective screen time
by gender and parental education, the
mediation of parental influences.
Int, Journal of Behavioral Nutrition and
Physical Activity, Vol. 10, Art. 89
Parish-Morris, J., Mahajan, N., HirshPasek, K., Golinkoff, R.M., Collins, M.F.,
2013.
Once Upon a Time: Parent–Child
Dialogue and Storybook Reading in the
Electronic Era.
Mind, Brain, and Education 7, 200–211

VIDEO & COMPUTER GAMES

Haagsma, MC; Pieterse, ME; et al (2013)
How gaming may become a problem:
A qualitative analysis of the role
of gaming related experiences and
cognitions in the development of
problematic game behavior.
Int. Journal of Mental Health and Addiction,
Vol. 11, No. 4, Pp441-452
Loton, D; Polman, R; Borkoles, E (2013)
Video game addiction/engagement and
mental health: Mediating role of coping.
Psychology & Health, Vol. 28, Sp. Iss. SI,
Suppl. 1, Pp120
Rosenberg, RS; Baughman, SL; Bailenson,
JN (2013)
Virtual superheroes: Using superpowers
in virtual reality to encourage prosocial
behavior.
Plos ONE, Vol. 8, No. 1, Art. No. e55003
Bosley, J.J., 2013.
Gauging Engagement in Video Games:
Does Game Violence Relate to Player
Behavior?
Report on a Study. Interact. Comput. 25,
284–286
Robert, M; Ballaz, L; et al (2013)
Exercise intensity levels in children
with cerebral palsy while playing with
an active video game console.
Physical Therapy, Vol. 93, No. 8, Pp10841091

VIOLENCE

Lin, Jih-Hsuan (2013)
Identification matters: A moderated
mediation model of media interactivity,
character identification, and video game
violence on aggression.
Journal of Communication, Vol. 63, No. 4,
Pp682-702
Haneke, M (2013)
Violence and the media.
Positif, Iss. 169, Pp134-137

CONFERENCES
Infant and Early Childhood:
Social and emotional wellbeing
National Convention Centre
Canberra, Australia.
30th Oct – 2nd Nov 2013
www.iecsewc2013.net.au
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WORLD NEWS
Children’s television in New Zealand is
getting a funding boost. Children are the
focus of the latest NZ On Air television
funding round, with just under $15 million
being committed to around 350 hours of
2014 programming.
“Children’s programming is a high
priority for NZ On Air. We spend on
average 23 per cent of our budget on
locally made content for children,” said
CEO Jane Wrightson. “The majority of this
content would not be made at all without
NZ On Air support. We provide the
financial backing for 76 per cent of first-run
locally-made children’s programming.”
http://www.nzonair.govt.nz/news/
newspressreleases/pressrelease_2011_
10_11.aspx

Full marks for trying!

The Australian Obesity Policy Coalition
reports that the Advertising Standards
Board (ASB) found a Kellogg’s Coco Pops
ad in breach of the Responsible Children’s
Marketing Initiative (RCMI). The ad
showed animated Coco Pops swimming
in a bowl of milk playing the game ‘Marco
Polo’. The cereal was being eaten by a
young boy.
Kellogg’s defended the advertisement
saying it used imagery “to prompt nostalgic
recollections of main grocery buyers
regarding the fun times they may have
experienced during their childhood” and,
in relation to physical activity, the game
“indirectly promotes swimming and pool
games as being fun and highly enjoyable
activities”.
However the ASB ruled that the ad was in
fact directed primarily to children and did
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not include messaging that encouraged
good dietary habits nor did it encourage
physical activity.
http://www.cfac.net.au/
junkfoodinjunction_sept2013.html#1
Meanwhile, an online petition by a
Victorian mother asking Little Athletics to
drop McDonald’s sponsorship has reached
over 12,000 signatures.
Last year, the Advertising Standards
Board ruled that an email to young
children encouraging them to attend a
Little Athletics coaching clinic and offering
McDonald’s branded showbag and “a
chance to meet a special guest in ‘big red
shoes’” was outside their scope because “it
is not related to Advertising or Marketing
Communication”. The people who have
signed the online petition obviously
disagree.
http://www.change.org/en-AU/
petitions/little-athletics-aus-please-dropmcdonald-s-as-sponsor-marketing-junkfood-to-kids-isn-t-appropriate

US study finds kids less obese

New research in the US shows progress in
the battle against childhood obesity.
In a study published in the October issue
of the journal Pediatrics, lead author Ronald
Iannotti writes that children aged from 11
to 16 are exercising more often and eating
more fruits and vegetables. They are also
watching less television and consuming
fewer sweets and sugary drinks. The
findings come from data collected from
American children between 2001 and 2009.
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/
content/132/4/606.abstract?sid=0394e857477f-4a15-be0d-982b13d4177a

KIDS’ TV
A selection of children’s programs
screened on TV during the period
ABC 1
Classic Tales; Play School; Fluffy
Gardens; Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood;
The Worst Witch; Five Minutes More.
ABC 2
Connie the Cow; Pinky Dinky Doo;
Pocoyo; Lazy Town; Peppa Pig; Ben
and Holly’s Little Kingdom; Postman Pat;
Ready, Steady, Wiggle!; Mister Maker;
Mike the Knight; Gaspard and Lisa;
Louie; Waybaloo; Penelope; Lunar Jim;
Tilly and Friends; Joe & Jack; Olivia;
Arthur; SamSam; Milly, Molly.
ABC 3
YooHoo and Friends; Stoked; Almost
Naked Animals; Chop Socky Chooks;
Bindi’s Bootcamp; Outriders; BTN Extra;
The Silver Brumby; Roy; You’re Skitting
Me; Dani’s Castle; Prank Patrol.
SEVEN
Saturday Disney; The Smurfs.
7TWO
Shake it Up; Wizards of Waverly Place;
Toybox.
NINE
Bubble Guppies; Dora.
GO!
Thunderbirds; Pixel Pinkie;Scooby-Doo;
Looney Tunes; Magical Tales.
TEN
Wurrawhy; Totally Wild; Scope.
NICKELODEON
Legend of Korra; Slimefest; Kung Fu
Panda; Cat Dog; Angry Beaver.
DISNEY CHANNEL
Mickey Mouse Clubhouse; Jake and the
Never Land Pirates; Sofia the First; Dco
McStuffins; Henry Hugglemonster; Toy
Story Toons.
NITV
Yamba’s Playtime; Bizou; Tangaroa with
Pio; Tipi Tales; Waabiny.

